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Abstract 
The improvement of the electrical conductivity of usual metals is limited by the purity of the metal and the 
ability to grow single crystal structures. Also, it was observed that the AC conductivity of the metal increases 
when the frequency of the electrical current applied on the conductor increases. Here, we show that the pure 
Magnesium metal can exhibit an ultrahigh electrical conductivity when it is subjected to 360K temperature, and 
an electrical current with frequency of the order of 1GHz. 
Keywords: ultra-conductivity, pure magnesium, THz 
1. Introduction 

There is a search for conductors with ultrahigh electrical conductivity because they can lead to higher efficiency 
and less energy consumption in a wide range of applications.  

By embedding graphene in metals (Cu, Al, and Ag), it was recently obtained a maximum electrical conductivity 
three orders of magnitude higher than the highest on record (more than 3,000 times higher than that of Cu, i.e., 

1110 /S m≅ ) is obtained in such embedded graphene (Cao et al., 2019). The improvement of the electrical 

conductivity of usual conductors is basically limited by the purity of the metal. However, experimental studies 
show that the AC conductivity of some metals increase when the frequency of the electrical current applied on 
the metal increases (Kurien, Sebastian, Mathew, & George, 2004). It is here shown that the pure Magnesium 
metal can exhibit an ultrahigh electrical conductivity when subjected to 360K (87°C) temperature, and an 
electrical current with frequency of the order of 1GHz. Why prioritize the Magnesium? First because, is 
relatively easy to obtain Magnesium highly pure (99.999%). Second because, ultra-conductive Magnesium can 
be fundamental for the building of several novel devices, such as Gravitational Motors, Gravitational Thruster 
of Fluids, production of Microgravity environments, and a Cooling and Heating Gravitational System (De 
Aquino, 2021). 

2. Theory 
The AC electric conductivity is the electric conductivity originated from a potential dependent of time (For 
example, when AC current is applied on a conductor). The DC electric conductivity does not depend on the time; 
this conductivity is the well-known electrical conductivity that arises when a DC source is applied on the 
conductor. Thus, total electrical conductivity of a conductor is given by Kurien et al. (2014). 
  total 0 ACσ = σ + σ  (1) 

where 0σ is the part of the total conductivity which value is frequency-independent and temperature-dependent, 
it which arises from the drift mobility of electric charge carriers. So 0σ  is actually DC electrical conductivity; 
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ACσ  is the part of the total conductivity which value is the frequency - and temperature – dependent, and is 
correlated to dielectric relaxation produced by localized electric charge carriers; usually ACσ  is expressed by  

  
s s s

*
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0 0 c
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    ω ω ωσ = σ = σ = σ     ω ω ω     

  (2) 

where *σ and s  are composition – and temperature-dependent parameters; 0 s 1< <  (Kurien et al., 2014). 
w 2 f= π ; c c2 fω = π , where cf is a critical value to be determinated. 

Substitution of Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) gives 
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Therefore, the total electrical conductivity of a conductor is directly proportional to the frequency f of the 
electrical current applied on the conductor (Smit & Wijn, 1959). 

In the particular case of s s
cf f 1>>  Eq. (3) reduces to 

  ( )s
total c DCf fσ ≅ σ   (4) 

Experimental studies have revealed that below 10 GHz  the frequency as well as the temperature effect is 

negligible (Kurien et al., 2014) (this point to a value of the order of 10 GHz  for critical frequency cf  at room 

temperature). At higher temperature, however, there is an increasing contribution resulting from ion mobility and 
crystal imperfection mobility. Also, at a higher temperature, conductivity effect becomes dominant. As the 
temperature increases, AC electrical conductivity increase due to increase in the drift mobility of thermally 
activated electrons (El Hiti, 1994), and reaches a maximum value at around 360K (87°C), then decreases with 
temperature (Kurien et al., 2014). On the other hand, since Eq. (2) tells us that 
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where *
DCk = σ σ  (See Eq. 2). Then, Eq. (5) gives  
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or 
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It is well-known that *σ  is temperature –dependent, and that it increases much more with the increase of the 
temperature than DCσ  (Kurien et al., 2014). Then, assuming that 

  ( ) ( )( )DC F T F T 1σ = σ ≈ σ ≈   (8) 
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  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )T T
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  (9) 

where ( )F T  and ( )*F T  are, respectively, temperature-functions of DCσ and *σ , and TC ≅ 360K (87°C) is the 

critical temperature previously mentioned. 

Substitution of Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) into Eq. (7) yields 
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whence 

  ( )T
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As we have seen, cf 10GHz≅  at room temperature ( )T 25 C= ° .  Then assuming that CT 87 C≅ ° , we obtain 

from Eq. (11): 

  14
0f 10 Hz≅   (12) 

Therefore, according to Eq. (11), we have 

 For T 0 C= °    14
Cf 10 Hz= ; 

 For 1
c4T T 21.7 C= ≅ °    Cf 31GHz=  

 For 1
c3T T 29 C= ≅ °    Cf 2.1GHz=  

 For  1
c2T T 43.5 C= ≅ °   Cf 10MHz=  

 For  cT T 87 C= ≅ °   Cf 1Hz=  

Therefore, based on Eq. (11), we can conclude that cf  strongly decreases with the increasing of the 
temperature T . At CT T=  the value of the critical frequency cf  should reach the maximum decrease, 
reducing down to a few Hz only. Under these conditions, for f 1GHz≈ , the factor cf f (See Eq. 4) should 

reach a value of the order of 910 . Increasing therefore, the total electrical conductivity of the Magnesium for a 
value of the order of 1610 S / m , since the DC electrical conductivity of Mg is about 72.2 10 S / m× . Note that 
the ultra-conductivity in this case is about 510 times higher than the record of 1110 S / m≅ , which it was 
obtained in the case of embedded graphene, mentioned in the introduction of this paper. 

When Magnesium is in its metal form it will burn very easily in air. However, in order to start the reaction (the 
burning) the Magnesium metal needs a source of energy. The flame provides a source of heat so that the 
Magnesium metal atoms can overcome their activation energy. The ignition temperature of Magnesium is 
approximately 744 K (471 °C). 
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Figure 1. Ultra-conductive Magnesium - Magnesium metal 99.999% pure should exhibits an electrical 
conductivity of the order of 1016 S/m when subjected to 360K temperature, and an electrical current with 
frequency of the order of 1GHz. 
3. Conclusion 

Only experimental studies can determine with precision the value of cf  at 360K. Thus, in conclusion, we 

suggest that experiments be carried out in order to verify the theoretical results here obtained. 
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